Vibrobots Table
I've created a table for all the little robots featured on instructables to drive around on. It has the height of a standard coffee table and is constructed from very basic and cheap materials.

Location: Amsterdam, Netherlands

Interests: Embodiment, tangible design, freestyle (dance)

Web Site: http://ron.ouweland.nl

By: ronouwelnd
Tomato Pecorino Soup
There really is only one trick to making good soup: Good ingredients.

Location: Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Interests: biological food, growing my own food
Web Site: http://www.hetrijkvandekeizer.nl

By: Nico Groot
Tom Kha Gai - Thai Coconut Soup
A traditional and tasty Thai soup, this is my favorite comparison point between Thai restaurants and an excellent twist on chicken soup for cold winter days. I'm a huge fan of coconut and chicken soup, so it's a winner for me.

Location: Oakland, CA
Interests: All things brightly colored and shiny, demolition, blinky lights, dancing, costumes, and good food.
Web Site: http://www.instructables.com/about

By: Canida
Table Jacket
This table cover will transform any small table into a strong big table. The cover works as a camouflage. You can use any type of wood. For our table we have used OSB.

Location: Amsterdam, Netherlands
Interests: Carpentry
Web Site: -

By: Frans_Harms
Mod A Toaster And Have Retro Art Toast For Breakfast

Yes, I’ve been caught by the toast modding wave and made my own. Just some Aluminum or stainless steel and a regular toaster can do the trick.

Location: Italy

Interests: Electronics, lighting, design, DIY, microcontroller, papercraft

Web Site: http://www.5volt.eu

By: 5Volt
Big Lamps From Ikea Lampan Lamps

This Instructable shows you how to build large spherical lamps out of Ikea lampan lamps. With this method I have built large spheres up to 32 lamps.

Location: Rotterdam Netherlands
Interests: -
Web Site: http://log.saakes.net

By: Daan
Drunken Drawing Robot!
Inspired by the pocket drunken robot, I wanted to give the robot a job to do. I decided to let the drunken robot make some drawings. Let your drunken robot go nuts! make some friends for him to bump into and make even cooler drawings.

**Location:** Amsterdam, Netherlands

**Interests:** -

**Web Site:** http://pelletron.org

By: Skullbee
Creamy Pumpkin Soup
This is my twist on a popular recipe, it's great at this time of year when the days are getting colder and everyone's scooping out all that fantastic pumpkin goop to carve their pumpkins!

Location: Surrey, UK
Interests: Computers, electronics, internet, woodworking, climbing, outdoors, cooking
Web Site: http://www.instructables.com/community/4-New-Pro-Features-under-development/

By: Jayefuu
Recycled 55 Gallon Barrel Chair
Today, we are going to make a surprisingly comfortable chair using only six small bolts, nuts and washers, six drywall screws, simple hand tools, a little ingenuity and a recycled 55-gallon plastic drum.

Location: An ivory tower high atop Monkey Manor in Middle Tennessee.

Interests: Geocaching, diy, art, travel, environment, recycling, repurposing, reuse

Web Site: http://www.monkeybrad.com

By: Monkeybrad